
             P.L.O.O.F
Pushing litter off ocean floor  



Define the Problem
The problem we are focusing on is 

all the trash in large water 
sources.



Research

We learned about the pacific garbage 
patch,how much trash there is in large 
water sources and how it is affecting 
global climate change and the effect on 
animals and humans.



Requirements
The requirements to fulfill removing the trash from the 

ocean floor and placing it in the trash bucket to be 
disposed of properly.



Constraints/Limitations
Some Constraints/ Limitations we had are 

Time
Materials

Places we could go



🔨Prototype Designs🪛
Our first idea did not work and we did not end up 

building Our first prototype did not work because the 
water seeped in and it did not float and the trash did not 

get collected properly. Instead we made a new design 
with an edison robot.

Prototype One (1) Prototype Two (2)



Materials
Edison robot,

  remote control barcode, 
Tape,

 Scissors,
 Paper,

 paper cups,
 Computer,

  big chip box
Triple A batteries,

And legos, around 25 



Procedures

During testing I drove the P.L.O.O.F. up the 
trash-covered ramp and tried to push the trash into 
the bin. 6\8 of the time it failed. I think that the trash 
bin was too small.



Testing and Data
Our first design we built and it ended up not 

working. 

Second Design Testing
     Video is 
attached



Reflection and Redesign

Since the first design did not work we made a new design and 
tested that one. In the end I think that the project failed 

because we had 6 fails and 2 succeeds.



Results
While our first design did not end up working our 

second design worked and with our second design we 
had two succeeds and six fails.



Proposal
 Is the trash littering rivers or oceans? Is it causing global warming? Well we have a solution! Meat ploof 
a friendly Edison robot that stands for Pushing Litter Off Ocean Floor.

I bet you’re wondering “why is trash in the ocean so important?” The answer to that is, that trash can 
harm animals and making trash and plastic can pollute the air. 

That's why we have thought of P.L.O.O.F! P.L.O.O.F (pushing litter off ocean floor) is a miniature 
device that pushes from the ocean up  ramps and into a trash bucket. We guarantee you that P.L.O.O.F is 
reliable and she can work 24/7. She is battery powered not gas or coal so she does not pollute the air at 

all. 
    We started with an idea to drill a hole in the top of 

A tupperware and stick a tube in to collect trash but we have the brand-new P.L.O.O.F

 If you are sick of the ocean being dirty or trash littering the nearby rivers or nearby animals 

getting sick or dying from trash,this is for you!      Our link:  https://flipgrid.com/s/9jFhikr3tSrL
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